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ment on a zeolite surface and
assembly of a SERS sensor: a case study with silver
nanoparticles and the flavonoid catechin†

Chia-Chi Huang, * Chi-Yun Cheng,‡ Chao-Ting Chou‡ and Wenlung Chen*

We have studied the adsorption of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) and catechin on readily available

commercial zeolite beads. Both adsorbates became available on the zeolite and were several fold more

concentrated after a simple adsorption process, contributing to a 10-times overall increase in the

collision probability between the two adsorbates. We were further able to detect AgNP-induced Surface

Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) of catechin on the zeolite after sequential depositions of AgNPs and

catechin on the zeolite using this process. To demonstrate high reproducibility, 93% of the zeolite

sensors assembled this way were tested and proved satisfactory, and gave a distinctive catechin SERS

signature. Preparation of the zeolite sensor was extremely easy with a nearly 90% yield.
Introduction

Detection of chemicals plays a central role in many industrial
processes such as chemical analyses, biomedical sensing, and
pollution prevention. As a detection technique, Surface
Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) spectroscopy has many
advantages and is being increasingly applied to chemical
sensing.1–9 Having a limit of detection as ne as a single
molecule,10,11 SERS is sensitive to a broad range of chemical
species – small molecules as well as biological macromolecules.
It is compatible with aqueous samples and amenable to both
quantitative and qualitative analyses.

Two independent mechanisms have been proposed for the
enhancement effect in SERS, both involving the interaction
between the analyte molecules and a metal substrate such as
Au, Ag or Cu nanoparticles (NPs). In electromagnetic enhance-
ment, photon-induced surface plasmon resonance at metal
junctions known as hot spots can enhance the signals of
a nearby Raman-active molecule up to 1012 folds.12 Chemical
enhancement results from charge transfer interactions between
chemisorbed molecules and the metal surface, with an
enhancement factor ranging from 102 to 104.13,14

We have previously reported the detection of catechin at
attomolar concentration using a solution phase SERS tech-
nique.15 It became clear to us in this previous study that
formation of hot spots and promoting the analyte molecules'
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chance of adhesion to these hot spots are the determining tasks
to achieving successful detection at low analyte concentration.
In solution phase, however, access of analyte molecules to the
hot spots is not warranted without considerable experimenta-
tion due to the complexity of the three-way interactions between
the metal substrate, the analyte molecules, and the solvent
molecules. This complex dynamics negatively affects the
throughput of the detection process and thus the application of
SERS technique to day-to-day analyses in industrial processes. A
possible solution to this problem is to limit the mutual distri-
bution of analyte molecules and the metal substrate by affixing
both substances to a common solid base. One then only has to
make sure that the resultant composite is SERS capable. We
report herein the results of one of our efforts in this direction.

Zeolites are porous materials with hierarchical structures on
a molecular scale. Zeolites with pore sizes ranging from a few to
a few hundred Angstroms16,17 have been synthesized in labora-
tories and on industrial scales for more than half a century. The
ability to trap ions and molecules by ion exchange and passive
diffusion has supported the applications of zeolites in catalysis
and separation. Adsorption of small molecules as well as
proteins on zeolites has been studied.18–21 When desired, zeolite
surface can be chemically modied for controlled affinities.22–24

These features make zeolites attractive as the base material for
making SERS substrates.

To our knowledge, zeolite was last used to fabricate a SERS
substrate in 2011 by Zhang,25 which was preceded by only two
related reports by Dutta26 and Yan27 respectively. Thesemethods
all involved synthesis of zeolites and were meant to show
specic means of incorporating silver structures in zeolites.
Despite the demonstrated effectiveness, we are not aware of any
applications of these methods since their disclosure. This is
possibly because these methods are inconvenient to follow in
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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routine chemical analyses where synthesis of the substrate is
irrelevant and superuous. We have developed a protocol that is
free from any deliberate complexities. It uses commercial
zeolite and home-made AgNPs off the shelf and its functionality
is demonstrated with the detection of catechin.
Methods

The following is a highlight of the methods. Please consult the
ESI† for complete experimental procedures.
Preparation of AgNPs solution

Glasswares were soaked in diluted HNO3 solution, rinsed with
deionized ultrapure water, and dried in the oven. Citrate-
capped AgNPs solution was prepared immediately before use
by a modied Lee–Meisel protocol.28 Specically, silver nitrate
(18 mg) was dissolved in 100 mL of deionized water in a reux
system. Aer boiling, 2 mL of 1% trisodium citrate solution was
added to the silver ion solution. The reux system was isolated
from light and kept at approximately 85 �C for 1.5 h. The
resultant solution of citrate-capped AgNPs was stored in a dark
glass bottle at 16 �C. UV-vis spectrum and TEM images of
a typical preparation are shown in Fig. 1.
Preparation of zeolite beads

Commercial zeolite beads were cleansed before use, following
a multiple-wash-and-soak procedure in an ultrasonic cleaner
(Branson 2510). Zeolite beads were rst washed with running
water, then soaked in ethanol and acetone, each for 10 minutes.
The resultant zeolite beads were drained and dried at 100 �C in
the oven overnight. Aer cooling down in a dried box, the beads
were covered with plastic wrap and stored.
Fig. 1 UV-vis spectrum and morphology of AgNPs used in this study.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
Preparation of SERS samples on zeolite sensors for
reproducibility tests

A pair of stainless steel tweezers was cleaned thoroughly with
ethanol and used to pick up zeolite beads in all steps to mini-
mize contamination. Ten zeolite beads were randomly taken
from the pool of zeolite prepared in the above and placed in an
Eppendorf centrifuge tube.

AgNPs solution (300 mL) was added to the tube. The mixture
was covered and incubated at rt for 24 h. Catechin solution
(0.01 M, 100 mL) and NaCl solution (1 M, 100 mL) were then
added, and incubation was continued at rt for 3 h. The liquid
was removed with a set of pipettes of decreasing volume to
determine the total volume. For each set of experiment, ve
samples were prepared this way and the volume removed was
averaged at 370 mL. Four of the 50 beads prepared accidentally
fell off the grip of the tweezers at one point or another during
the procedure and were excluded from the subsequent charac-
terization process by confocal Raman.
Characterizations

Absorption spectra of the AgNPs solution were recorded on a U-
1800 spectrophotometer (HITACHI, Japan). Transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) images of AgNPs were recorded using
a JEOL JEM2010 HRTEM system with an accelerating voltage of
200 kV (JEOL, Ltd., Japan). Field Emission Scanning Electron
Microscope (FE-SEM) images of zeolite and AgNPs@zeolite were
recorded using a JSM-6700F system with an accelerating voltage
of 200 kV (JEOL, Ltd., Japan).

A micro Raman system equipped with a 532 nm laser
(Shanghai DreamLasers Technology, SDL-532-1000T) at 63.2
mW output was employed for study of zeolite treated sequen-
tially with AgNPs and catechin.
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 6048–6053 | 6049



Fig. 3 Calibration curve for AgNPs solution.
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A confocal microRaman system (Horiba Jobin-Yvon, France)
equipped with a 20 mW/514.5 nm Ar+ laser (Lexel Laser, Fre-
mont, Canada), a 50� objective lens (Olympus, Japan), and
TRIAX 550 Jobin Yvon monochromator (1200 gr per mm
grating) coupled with a CCD detector was employed in the nal
Raman/SERS protocol. The Raman scattering light was routed
through a 0.2 mm entrance slit and a 0.2 mm exit slit. The
instrument was calibrated against a silicon wafer (peak posi-
tion: 520 cm�1) prior to spectrum collections. Data acquisition
conditions for all SERS measurements are as follows: spectral
resolution 3.0 cm�1; integral times of 3 seconds and 10�
accumulations. All SERS measurements involving zeolite were
carried out in solid phase. Room temperature was controlled at
16 �C.
Results and discussion

Before SERS applications were studied, we wanted to know the
adsorption capacity of zeolite for AgNPs and catechin. We chose
to use zeolite beads, instead of powder, because they are prop-
erly sized to be individually handled, used, and characterized.
The adsorption capacity of zeolite for AgNPs and catechin was
determined using a calibration curve established separately for
each adsorbate. Five standard catechin solutions were prepared
by serial dilutions of a stock solution. The catechin in each
standard was quantied using an adapted isocratic HPLC
method originally reported by Wen.29 The calibration curve was
constructed by plotting the peak area against each catechin
concentration. Linear regression of the plot gave its slope and y-
intercept as shown in Fig. 2. As the concentration of AgNPs
cannot be readily determined, the calibration curve for AgNPs
(Fig. 3) was constructed by plotting the UV-vis absorbance over
432–442 nm of ve standard AgNPs solutions against the loga-
rithm of each standard's “fold of dilution from the stock”. The
same catechin and AgNPs stock solutions were also used in the
adsorption experiments.

The adsorption of AgNPs and/or catechin in these experi-
ments was carried out by soaking ten zeolite beads in the
adsorbate solutions at ambient temperature for 24 and 3 hours
respectively. The remnant adsorbate solution upon completion
of the process and aer removal of the zeolite beads was
Fig. 2 Calibration curve for catechin solution.
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subjected to volume measurement and UV-vis/HPLC quanti-
cations. The concentration, or fold of dilution in the case of
AgNPs, was then determined using the equations in Fig. 2 and 3
respectively. This was used to gure out the amount of adsor-
bate le behind in the solution. The difference between the
beginning and remnant amount of adsorbate was considered
the amount of adsorbate picked up by the zeolite beads. Once
the amount of adsorbate was determined, the on-bead adsor-
bate concentration, or the fold of dilution with AgNPs, was
calculated using, as the distribution volume on zeolite, the
volume of adsorbate solution lost during the soaking process.
We then were able to estimate the solution-to-on-bead change
in adsorbate concentration. A set of typical results is shown in
Tables 1 and 2.

Under SEM, the zeolite beads used in this study had an
appearance similar to the lunar surface (Fig. S3a†), with inter-
woven concave and convex (Fig. S3b†). Aer incubation with
AgNPs solution, patches of glitter in micron size resembling
extended silver spots emerged, covering some of the uneven
zeolite surface (Fig. S3c and S3d†). The relocation of AgNPs
from the solution to zeolite surface was also evidenced by
decreased AgNPs concentration in the remains of the AgNPs
solution. This was shown as value e in Table 1. The resultant
nominal on-bead concentration of AgNPs was estimated to be
greater than twice the concentration of the beginning solution
(see value i).

A similar enrichment effect was observed with catechin
solution. Shown in Table 2 is a set of results generated by static
soaking of zeolite in catechin solutions. With agitated soaking,
the nominal on-bead concentration of catechin could exceed 3
times the concentration of the beginning solution. Mechanical
agitation can sometimes damage the zeolite beads and must be
used with precaution. Catechin adsorption was cumulative as
demonstrated with beads that had already been treated with
catechin solution once. Aer drying at ambient temperature for
one hour, these beads were put back into the solution. Data in
the “catechin-soaked” rows in Table 2 indicated that the
enriching effect persisted, albeit to a lesser extent than the rst
time. The enrichment of catechin appeared to be enhanced by
pre-coating the zeolite beads with AgNPs, and much more so
when the adsorption of catechin was done in the presence of
0.2 M NaCl. This is shown in the last two rows in Table 2.
Combining the enrichment effects for AgNPs and catechin, the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 1 Calculation of the solution-to-on-bead change in AgNPs “fold of dilution from stock”

conc.,
AgNPs sln

bgng vol,
AgNPs
sln (mL)

abgng fold of dilution,
AgNPs sln

rmnt vol,
AgNPs
sln (mL)

armnt fold of dilution,
AgNPs sln

bgng qty,
AgNPs

rmnt qty,
AgNPs

qty change,
AgNPs

conc. change
(fold)

a b c d e f ¼ a � b/c g ¼ a � d/e h ¼ (f � g)/f i ¼ h � b/
(b � d)

a 300 10.86 214 31.78 27.62a 6.73a 0.76 2.65
a 300 10.86 213 31.10 27.62a 6.85a 0.75 2.59
a 300 10.86 208 33.33 27.62a 6.24a 0.77 2.51

a Based on calibration curve (Fig. 3), expressed as fold of dilution from the stock. Abbreviations: bgng¼ beginning, rmnt¼ remnant, vol¼ volume,
sln ¼ solution, qty ¼ quantity, conc. ¼ concentration.
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chance of contact between the analyte and SERS substrate was
raised approximately 10 times compared to solution phase
detection. The zeolite beads resulted from these catechin
treatments were used in the subsequent Raman measurements
and the spectra are shown in Fig. 4.

Zeolite did not give appreciable Raman signals by itself
(spectrum 1). With AgNPs-impregnated zeolite beads (spectrum
2), a strong and broad band at 835 cm�1 was detected, together
with other unresolved signals between 1200 and 1700 cm�1.
This is reminiscent of the Ag2Se quantum dots-induced SERS of
F9-NaX zeolite reported recently by Cortez-Valadez.30 The peak
at 835 cm�1 was reduced in spectrum 3. The data in Table 2
clearly indicated the presence of catechin on the beads used to
generate this spectrum. However, no characteristic Raman
signals of catechin were detected. It would seem that the on-
bead AgNPs was dulled for surface enhancement, or that the
interaction between catechin and AgNPs was ineffective. Chlo-
ride ion has been used to activate SERS on AgNPs and rough-
ened Ag electrodes.31 Somehow in line with these precedents, we
were able to record distinct Raman signals of catechin (spec-
trum 4) when the coating of catechin was applied in the pres-
ence of 0.2 M NaCl. With this, the Raman signature of catechin
was still well-dened at 20� dilution (spectrum 5). It should be
noted that many of these previous reports about chloride effects
Table 2 Calculation of the solution-to-on-bead change in catechin con

Type of zeolite

bgng vol,
catechin
sln (L)

bbgng conc., catechin
sln (M)

rmnt vol,
catechin
sln (L)

br
sl

a b c d

Virgin 5.00 � 10�4 2.31 � 10�3 3.80 � 10�4 1.
Virgin 5.00 � 10�4 2.31 � 10�3 4.00 � 10�4 1.
cCatechin-
soaked

5.00 � 10�4 2.31 � 10�3 4.00 � 10�4 2.

cCatechin-
soaked

5.00 � 10�4 2.31 � 10�3 4.00 � 10�4 2.

dAgNPs-
coated

5.00 � 10�4 2.25 � 10�3 4.50 � 10�4 1.

dAgNPs-
coated

e5.00 � 10�4 2.22 � 10�3 4.67 � 10�4 1.

a Abbreviations: bgng ¼ beginning, rmnt ¼ remnant, vol ¼ volume, sln ¼
curve (Fig. 2). c Soaked in catechin once by the standard procedure and dr
NaCl.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
were based on dye analytes that have a permanent positive
charge. Since catechin was not likely charged under our exper-
iment conditions, the NaCl effect we observed cannot be
unmistakably attributed to the same mechanism suggested in
the literature. Another possible cause for SERS activation in this
case is chloride-induced etching of AgNPs which has been used
to sculpture silver nanomaterials.32–34 Chloride induced etching
of on-bead AgNPs, if indeed occurred, might lead to gaps and
crevices that function as SERS hot spots.

At this point, we were ready to establish a protocol for
routine use of the method. Several improvements were put in
place. A confocal component was added to the spectrometer so
we could aim the laser with more precision. A 514 nm laser at
lower output power replaced the original 531 nm laser. Finally,
adsorptions of AgNPs and catechin–NaCl were incorporated
into one pot (see experimental) to make the operation extremely
uid. A comparison of the confocal Raman/SERS spectra of
zeolite, catechin–zeolite, and catechin–AgNPs–zeolite is shown
in Fig. 5. As seen in Fig. 5c, the majority of Raman signals of
zeolite were located from 300 to 700 cm�1. Adsorption of cate-
chin molecules on zeolite was evidenced by the emerging
Raman scattering of catechin in Fig. 5b, which was highly
obscured by its own uorescence. Compared to this, Fig. 5a
shows that the Raman signals of catechin were decidedly
centrationa

mnt conc., catechin
n (M)

On-bead qty of
catechin
(mole)

On-bead
catechin
conc. (M)

Catechin
conc.
change
(fold)

e ¼ (a � b � c � d) f ¼ e/(a � c) g ¼ f/b

88 � 10�3 4.41 � 10�7 3.68 � 10�3 1.59
75 � 10�3 4.55 � 10�7 4.55 � 10�3 1.97
16 � 10�3 2.91 � 10�7 2.91 � 10�3 1.26

24 � 10�3 2.59 � 10�7 2.59 � 10�3 1.12

43 � 10�3 4.82 � 10�7 9.64 � 10�3 4.28

57 � 10�3 3.77 � 10�7 11.42 � 10�3 5.14

solution, qty ¼ quantity, conc. ¼ concentration. b Based on calibration
ied at rt. d Pre-treated with AgNPs sln as in Table 1. e Mixture with 0.2 M

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 6048–6053 | 6051



Fig. 4 Raman/SERS spectra of zeolite beads upon sequential adsor-
bate treatments: spectrum 1 – bare zeolite; spectrum 2 – zeolite +
AgNPs; spectrum 3 – zeolite + AgNPs + catechin (2 � 10�3 M);
spectrum 4 – zeolite + AgNPs + catechin (2 � 10�3 M) + NaCl (0.2 M);
spectrum 5 – zeolite + AgNPs + catechin (1 � 10�4 M) + NaCl (0.2 M).

Fig. 5 Comparison of confocal SERS and Raman spectra: (a) SERS
spectrum of catechin on zeolite sensor, (b) Raman spectrum of
catechin on bare zeolite, (c) Raman spectrum of bare zeolite.
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enhanced in the presence of on-bead AgNPs. Equally obvious in
this spectrum is the quenching of catechin uorescence. The
SERS intensity of Ag–O band (around 200 cm�1) was another
indication of positive catechin–AgNP interaction.

Glass and mica are popular silicate materials for making
solid state SERS substrates. Typically, AgNPs are immobilized
on these rigid supports via chemically installed silane tethers.35

As shown in Fig. S4a and S4b† respectively, simultaneous
deposition of AgNPs and catechin on unmodied glass or mica
was inadequate for the detection of catechin by Raman spec-
troscopy. In great contrast, zeolite without any structure
augmentations proved fullling (Fig. S4c†).

In addition to sensor efficacy, the reproducibility and quality
of SERS signals were examined. A total of 46 zeolite sensor
beads were tested with 2 � 10�3 M catechin solution by this
protocol, and only two beads failed to give satisfactory SERS.
Three SERS sensor beads were burned out during laser excita-
tion. Unlike liquid samples, solid Raman samples are oen
destructed under laser excitation. Possibly beneting from
zeolite's capacity to retain water, which helped to dissipate heat,
93% of the SERS sensors were able to maintain their structural
integrity under strong laser energy. Overall, the yield of SERS
sensor based on the quality of SERS signature referenced to
catechin was nearly 90%. To show the reproducibility, the SERS
6052 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 6048–6053
spectra of catechin on ten randomly picked beads are compared
in Fig. S5.†
Conclusions

Deposition of AgNPs and catechin on zeolite was achieved
simply by soaking zeolite beads in the respective solutions. The
soaking process signicantly increased the available concen-
tration of the adsorbates for chemical analysis. This enrichment
effect was cumulative, allowing repetitive adsorptions of cate-
chin or sequential adsorptions of AgNPs and catechin. Zeolite
beads decorated with AgNPs by this soaking process was
rendered SERS active in the presence of NaCl, presumably by
the etching effect of chloride ion. We have applied these nd-
ings to fabricate a zeolite SERS sensor and demonstrated its
effectiveness using catechin as the analyte. The sensor was put
together using a commercial zeolite and homemade AgNPs. The
AgNPs are likely replaceable by a commercial equivalent, to add
even more convenience. Sensor assembly gave high yield and
did not involve expensive equipments or tedious procedure. The
sensing protocol is straightforward, intuitive, and its results are
highly reproducible. With the prospective integration into an
automated detection program, we expected these sensor beads
and the sensing protocol will signicantly improve the
throughput of routine SERS detections.
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